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Abstract— The paper proposes a new method to recognize the 

sequence of a traffic light using image processing algorithm. 

Invariant in factor lightning and weather condition that lead to 

misinterpret the color of traffic light is one of the factors of 

accident at traffic light conjunction besides the behavior of the 

driver itself. The process to identify the color and shape of traffic 

light are Image Acquisition, Pre-Processing, Detection, Feature 

Extraction and Interpretation. RGB normalization is performed 

and simple thresholding method that acts as color segmentation 

provides a better division of the traffic light colors. Circle Hough 

Transform and HSV color features based on the traffic light 

aspect are used to decide whether the spots on the frames are 

likely to be traffic lights’ color and shape. The detection of traffic 

light will be obtained after identifying the feature such as the 

centroid of the Circle Hough Transform that need to be extracted 

at the end of the result. The research has been improved by 

focusing on detection and interpretation of traffic light based on 

real time video rather than image sample as the input. The 

proposed algorithm can detect the green color accurately with 

maximum accuracy of 83.8%, yellow color of 75.6% and red 

color with minimum accuracy of 70.19%. This indicates that 

there is a possibility to use the proposed algorithm to detect the 

three different color of green, yellow and red color of traffic 

lights’ colour. 

 

Keywords: Circle Hough Transform Centroid, RGB 

normalization, traffic light. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Traffic light is a signaling device to make sure the flow of 

traffic is controlled smoothly. There are three state of traffic 

lights that are red, yellow and green. The standard structure 

of traffic light‟s is bounding box comprises of red light 

above followed by yellow and green. Some of the traffic 

signal is mounted horizontally or sideways. All the drivers 

need to be alerted with the flashing color of green, amber 

and red of traffic light as shown as in Fig. 1. Traffic light is 

designed normally at the busiest street and highway 

intersection to achieve a purpose of facilitating the safe 

movement of cars and avoiding car collisions. 

Notwithstanding, The Federal Highway Administrations 

guarantees that around 45% of auto accidents occur at a 

street crossing point and the reason is normally identified 

with running a stop sign. It appears that a large portion of 

them are caused by human mistake [1].  
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Fig. 1.State of traffic light. 

 

Autonomous car industry are getting more attention is this 

decade where the detection of traffic light color is the focal 

point in autonomous car [2]-[4]. This type of detection 

system is more reliable and faster which will be a great 

solution of producing zero accidents as it will control the car 

automatically and efficiently to obey the traffic light sign. 

Apart of protecting drivers from death and injury, it also 

eliminates property damage, reduces traffic problems and 

could bring down car insurance rates [5]. It may also help 

people with color blind disabilities and the elderly [6]. 

Previous research used color space conversion to Hue, 

Saturation Value (HSV) [7], binarization and morphology 

features filtering methods in the preprocessing stage. 

However, there are some improvements in later where they 

use image segmentation, morphology process and threshold 

segmentation in YCbCr color space [8], [9]. The feature 

extracted for example the Gabor wavelet transform and 2D 

independent component analysis (2DICA) use for the 

recognition process. Methods such as down-sampling, 

circular regions detection and modified Hough transform 

were used for the next process. After the feature extraction 

had been completed, it will involve the process of 

recognition, such as using the K-nearest neighbor and pixel 

matching [10]. Fuzzy clustering also provides a better 

division of the traffic light [11]. 

In this research, the detection is based on the flashing 

traffic light color rather than other dim color. So it is 

significant to determine the pixel intensity of each traffic 

color correctly as to differentiate between bright or dim 

color of the traffic light. The flashing or bright color of 

traffic is not determined by the brightness, but it is totally 

depended by the amount of intensity of the color. Intensity 

refers to the measure of light or the numerical estimation of 

a pixel while brightness relies upon visual perception when 

comparing with a reference. RGB normalization is applied 

to get the best segmentation process for the traffic light 

color. Also the recognition of the light is based on the pixel 

value on the centroid location of the circle detected. 
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 II METHODOLOGY 

A Hardware Implementation 

A USB camera was used to face straight ahead and is 

mounted to rear view mirror. At this point, the camera will 

have wider field of detection and can detect the color of the 

traffic light earlier at certain fixed distance without any 

disturbance. The location of the camera setup is shown as in 

Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2.Camera setup. 

 

Author (s) can send paper in the given email address of 

the journal. There are two email addresses. It is compulsory 

to send paper in both email address. 

B Image Processing  

The preprocessing process for the image will be applied 

to get a better image. RGB samples were selected from 

constant atmospheric conditions that are sunny day (early 

mornings and early evening) during the day time with a 

good illumination only. RGB color space is sensitive to the 

light intensity. So, in order to uniform the drift in colors, the 

color space will be converted later to get a better filtering 

process.  

RGB normalization process is then used because RGB 

normalized color space is quite invariant to lighting change 

and object geometry, being robust to lighting conditions. It 

supports more distinguishable colors for traffic light lamps. 

To perform RGB normalization the individual color 

channels are summed and each channel is divided by the 

sum such as in equations below. 

(𝑥,𝑦) = ( R,G,B)                                                           (1)         

𝑆 = 𝑅 + 𝐺 + 𝐵                                                              (2)  

𝑅  
 

 
                                                                         (3) 

𝐺  
 

 
                                                                         (4) 

𝐵  
 

 
                                                                         (5) 

If S = 0, then R=G=B where S = Total, R,G,B = pixel 

values and 255 = scaling factor. 

The process will blur the image and bright certain 

important parts only. When normalizing the RGB values of 

an image, each pixel's value in an image is divided by the 

sum of the pixel's value over all channels. Normalized RGB 

color threshold removes most of the elements in the scene 

that are not possible candidates for being a traffic light.  

One of the important steps in this system is color 

segmentation which act to discriminate color states among 

traffic light. It streamlines the vision problem by assuming 

that objects are hued distinctively, and that gross shading 

contrasts that matter. As a result, the image can be processed 

very rapidly after getting rid the information about color and 

brightness variations that provides many valuable cues about 

the shapes and textures of 3D surfaces from the image. In 

this research, simplest color segmentation method used is 

called the thresholding method. This method is based on a 

clip-level (or a threshold value) to turn a grayscale image 

into a binary image. The specific threshold value will be 

determined to detect the three different possible color of 

traffic light. Saturation spots, relating to lenses center or 

false alarms in building, trees and sunshine will be the main 

challenges in this color segmentation process. Each sample 

image taken has its own different type and amount of pixels.  

Morphological operations referring to was performed 

based on erosion and a dilation to act on the red, amber and 

green traffic light images will be composed in this stage and 

then filtering rules will take after the process. It is carried 

out to get rid little conceivable elements in the background 

by removing some pixel that is not important in erosion 

process as in (6). Dilation process will add some pixels to 

the pixels left in the image after going through the erosion 

process as in (7). This process will re-establish the original 

size of the blobs and make them more compact.  

Dilation 

𝐴 ⊕ 𝐵 = {𝑧 ∈ 𝐸|(𝐵8)𝑧 ⋂ 𝐴 ≠ Ø}                                 (6) 

Erosion 

𝐴 ⊕ 𝐵 = {𝑧 ∈ 𝐸|𝐵𝑧 ⊆ 𝐴}                                            (7)  

In summary, the preprocessing processes involved as in 

Fig. 3.  

 

RGB Input Normalization Morphological Erosion Dilation

 

Fig. 3.Preprocessing process. 

C Feature Extraction and Recognition Process 

To get better features for the extraction, The RGB image 

is converted to HSV color space – hue, saturation. Other 

than the hue, the pixel intensity for the specific color of 

traffic light is determined. Only dominant hue for all those 

colors is extracted together with its average brightness and 

saturation values. This process will determine the accurate 

color of traffic light and prevent detecting the false positive 

colors like street light lamps and car brake‟s lamps.  

HSV color 
conversion

Hue Detection
Circle Hough 

Transform 
Process

Feature 
Extraction

Recognition

 

Fig. 4.Process prior to feature extraction and 

recognition. 

Circle Hough Transform [12] is applied to the image to 

detect circular shape of the traffic light and its center 

coordinates. A complete circle of radius, r is created when 

the θ change from 0 to 360 degrees. The radius of circles 

shape of traffic light color is fixed. All the above equations 

will be applied to the loaded image in MATLAB software. 

Edges will be detected and producing a binary image. Circle 

is produced in the (a, b) space from every of edge of the 

pixel. After that, cast will „vote‟ those point of circle in the 

(a, b) space in the accumulator cells and the cells with 

greater number of votes will concluded as the center of  
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circle as shown in Fig. 5. The determined center coordinate 

will make it easier to clarify the pixel value of the traffic 

light‟s color. The pixel value of each color of traffic light is 

depended primarily on the coordinate of the center. The 

pixel value is being compared by several radius of traffic 

light‟s circle shape. 

 
Fig. 5.Circle of the traffic light. 

 

In this new approach the pixel value of each color of 

traffic light is depended primarily on the coordinate of the 

center which is why by determining the center coordinate 

will make it easier to clarify the pixel value of the traffic 

light‟s color for the recognition as in Fig. 5. Later, the value 

for maximum, intermediate and minimum radius are being 

recorded and observed. 

 
Fig. 6.Applying the Circle Hough Transform and its 

center coordinate. 

 

Finally, image matching process is used to identify the 

state of the traffic light. Area of pixels that contained in the 

traffic light‟s blob is determined. There will be a reference 

image which will be compared pixel by pixel to the real time 

image project for decision making. Images will be matched 

if it has same pixel values. The entire region that contain 

almost the same amount of pixel value and circle shape will 

later represent the entire traffic light, which accomplishes 

the recognition of traffic light color and its circle shape.  

III RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The image results from the full process (from detecting 

the traffic light until determining the status of the color of 

the traffic light) can be shown as in Fig. 7(a)-(c). Image 

from 7.1(a), 7.2(a) and 7.3(a) is from the original video 

images. It will go through the RGB normalization process as 

in 7.1 (b), 7.2(b) and 7.3 (b). This process is done to remove 

the change in illumination of the original image. It will 

reduce the effects of light, removes highlighted regions and 

shadows which make that object easier to be detected. After 

that, the normalized image will be processed by erosion and 

dilation method in Fig. 7.1(c), 7.2(c) and 7.3(c). This 

process will remove noise at the image background to 

increase accuracy for classification process. Three new 

filtered images were created relating to the three traffic light 

colors.  After that, the image will be extracted to find the 

feature of traffic light which is color and circle detection. 

The color feature will be extracted using the HSV color 

space which is shown in Fig. 7.1(d), 7.2(d) and 7.3(d) to 

classify accurately whether the detected color is green, 

yellow or red based on its pixel value. There are possibilities 

for false positive colors like street light lamps and car 

brake‟s lamps to be occurred can be reduced in this process.  

To improve the detection process, the circle shape of 

traffic light is detected in Fig. 7.1(e), 7.2(e) and 7.3(e) and 

the centroid of the circle is identified. Pixel matching 

process will clarify whether green, yellow and red traffic 

light‟s color is detected in the real time video. 

7.1 

 
7.2 

 
7.3 

Fig. 7.Complete Cycles for the detection and recognition 

of the traffic light color (a) Green (b) Amber and (c) Red. 

The accuracy of each color of traffic light is determined 

by examining the total number of frame of video that has 

been processed as in (8) and (9).  

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 1 − 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟           
                                                                                      (8) 

𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟, 𝐸 = f/n × 100%                         (9)      

where 

f = number of incorrectly classified samples (false 

positive + false negative)  

n = number of samples 
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The traffic light‟s color is detected in each frame which 

will produce false positive and false negative as the result. 

The false negative is the incorrectly detected of traffic light 

color which may occur due to some factors. For example, 

Table I shows the accuracy for all traffic light color. 

Table- I: Accuracy table for different part of traffic 

light color (a) Green (b) Amber (c) Red 

Video No of 

Frames 

True 

Positive 

False 

Positive 

Accuracy 

Vid_1 252 207 45 82.1% 

Vid_2 264 225 39 85.2% 

Vid_3 208 148 28 84.0% 

Average    83.8% 

(a) 

Video No of 

Frames 

True 

Positive 

False 

Positive 

Accur

acy 

Vid_1 174 137 37 78.7% 

Vid_2 105 74 31 70.4% 

Vid_3 149 116 28 77.8% 

Average    75.6% 

(b) 

Video No of 

Frames 

True 

Positive 

False 

Positive 

Accur

acy 

Vid_1 293 196 97 66.9% 

Vid_2 198 145 53 73.2% 

Vid_3 237 167 70 70.5% 

Average    70.19

% 

(c) 

One of the main factors resulting in false positive is due 

to the illumination and light intensity which on cloudy and 

foggy day the accuracy will be a bit lower in detection. In 

addition, the reflecting lights from the surrounding such as 

the metal from the cars and the interval between the light 

changes may also causing the accuracy to be lower. The 

flashing color of the traffic light will become too saturated 

and turn dimmer which affecting their actual RGB value. 

This need to be avoided because it may produce some sort 

of distortion which may interfere the measurement of bright 

regions of scene because every recorded image is limited to 

some maximum value.  

From the results of green traffic light detection and 

interpretation using image processing method has achieved 

the highest accuracy, while red traffic light has achieved the 

lowest percentage in term of accuracy. It can be said that the 

detection on green traffic light can be made effectively even 

at a far distance compared to the other colors. The large 

amount of false positive especially on the red light colour is 

due to several factors such as the distance of the camera and 

the traffic light which may contribute to lighter color which 

resembles orange and, the presence of the other car‟s circle 

brake lamps which may have the same color and may affect 

the detection process too. 

IV CONCLUSION 

The paper presented a new approach for traffic light 

detection and interpretation. The approach is additional to 

find the centroid coordinate of the circle, detected after the 

process of Circle Hough Transform. With the coordinate, 

further verification of the traffic light status is performed. 

Based on the accuracy result, red color performs the best 

accuracy while green perform the lowest accuracy and 

possible factors had been discussed as above such as 

interference of the same color and shape from the 

surrounding. Future works should include improving the 

detection of the traffic light and the recognition of the 

lighter color due to the longer range between the camera and 

the traffic light. 
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